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Why a dashboard?

https://www.pexels.com/photo/black-vehicle-instrument-panel-cluster-110990/
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Provides key 

information 

that’s:

▪ Quick

▪ Clear

▪ Actionable



Why a survey dashboard?
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▪ Confirm expectations during data collection

▪ Suggest intervention if things are going off course

▪ Leverage experiment to maximize quality or minimize 

cost



What we’ll cover today
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▪ The importance of monitoring survey progress during data 

collection

▪ The benefits of data visualization and interactivity

▪ Questions to consider when developing your own 

monitoring solution



What we won’t cover
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▪ Detailed features of specific software packages

▪ Endorsements for any single solution

▪ Dashboards designed for anything but survey monitoring, 

i.e., case updates, analysis dashboards



Survey monitoring basics
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▪ Regardless of mode or design, most surveys are 

interested in tracking responses during data collection

▪ Some response rate calculations can be nuanced and 

impractical to calculate during data collection

▪ Even defining a “complete” can be complicated

https://www.aapor.org/AAPOR_Main/media/publications/Standard-Definitions20169theditionfinal.pdf

https://www.aapor.org/AAPOR_Main/media/publications/Standard-Definitions20169theditionfinal.pdf


Survey monitoring basics
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▪ For monitoring, we typically operationalize response rate 

as a simple “completion” or “submission” rate such as 

– RR1: completes / all cases

– RR2: completes + partials / all cases

https://www.aapor.org/AAPOR_Main/media/publications/Standard-Definitions20169theditionfinal.pdf

https://www.aapor.org/AAPOR_Main/media/publications/Standard-Definitions20169theditionfinal.pdf


Why not just monitor with tables?
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Why not just monitor with tables?
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The same data in a chart
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Extending the end date
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Leveraging interactivity
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Interactivity allows for custom views
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▪ Select outcome of interest

▪ Choose between line, bar, scatter, map, table

▪ Narrow down the results

▪ Split the results by another variable

▪ Layer a projection line, target, or prior round actuals on top

▪ Download data for other use / take a screenshot



Interactivity allows for custom views
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▪ Display a rate vs. a count (completion rate, or completes)

▪ Show cumulative, noncumulative, daily, weekly, 7-day avg.

▪ Sort numerically, alphabetically, ascending/descending

▪ Set exact limits for axis

▪ Layer gridlines on chart

▪ Display confidence intervals / error bars

▪ Switch between displaying date and day of data collection



Before you build…
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The biggest challenges
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▪ Determine what outcomes are important

▪ Identify metrics to evaluate progress

▪ Know your data

▪ Know your users

▪ Find a sustainable solution

– For the project

– Across projects

▪ Deal with customization vs. standardization



Determine what outcomes are important
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▪ Depends on the definition of success for the project and 

what is meaningful to consider while the survey is still 

being completed

▪ Typically, measures of response, data quality, 

representativity, and cost

▪ AAPOR Standard Definitions are a good place to start 
https://www.aapor.org/AAPOR_Main/media/publications/Standard-
Definitions20169theditionfinal.pdf

https://www.aapor.org/AAPOR_Main/media/publications/Standard-Definitions20169theditionfinal.pdf


Determine what outcomes are important
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▪ Example standard outcomes from AAPOR Standard 

Definitions:

– Response rate

– Contact rate

– Cooperation rate

– Refusal rate



Determine what outcomes are important
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AAPOR Standard Definitions

https://www.aapor.org/AAPOR_Main/media/publications/Standard-Definitions20169theditionfinal.pdf

https://www.aapor.org/AAPOR_Main/media/publications/Standard-Definitions20169theditionfinal.pdf


Identify metrics to evaluate progress
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Outcomes Splits

Survey Submissions Survey Frame Variables

Survey Duration Region / Division / State

Response Mode Data Collection Phase

Device Type Experimental Groups

Survey Language Interviewer / Supervisor

Response to Survey Items

Breakoffs Comparisons

Ineligibles Prior Round Response Rates

Undeliverables Expected Response by Geography

Cost per Case External Source Distributions

Hours per Complete Day / Hour

Miles per Complete Interviewer Shift

Beyond Standard Definitions, examples of “core” metrics



Know your data

▪ Where do your raw survey data and paradata reside?

▪ Do you have access to these systems?

▪ Are there different systems for different modes of data 

collection?

▪ Do you have the software to wrangle the data?

▪ Are there security considerations for accessing survey 

microdata?

▪ What other sources need to be queried? (financial, case 

management systems, external benchmarks, etc.)
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Know your users

▪ Who will be using the dashboard and for what purposes?

▪ Project directors?

▪ Data collection task leaders?

▪ Field/phone supervisors?

▪ Clients?

▪ Can they access your dashboard?

▪ Do they need any special skills to navigate it?

▪ How many users and often will they access it?

▪ How current do the data need to be?
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Find a sustainable solution

▪ How much maintenance will the dashboard require?

▪ Will projects need changes to contents or definitions during 

data collection?

▪ Will the same dashboard need to accommodate multiple 

projects?

▪ How easy will it be to roll out new enhancements?

▪ How will changes in software or systems impact the ability to 

continue populating the dashboard in the future?
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Deal with customization vs. standardization

▪ For organizations running multiple surveys, there ideally would 

be a one-size-fits-all solution

▪ But surveys can be very unique and there are many design 

variations

▪ Mix of modes / inclusion of interviewers

▪ Baseline vs. Longitudinal

▪ Sample type (RDD, ABS, listed, convenience, etc.)

▪ Single vs. multi-stage (screener, main interview, etc.)

▪ Identify what is universal to the surveys you conduct (for maximum 

efficiency)

▪ Design a process to allow for custom additions (for maximum 

flexibility)
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Considerations adapted from “Finding the Perfect Dashboard” 

▪ Ease of Use

– simple interface to create and manage dashboards

– doesn’t require an understanding of code to use

▪ Customization

– different sizes, arrangements, and types of tools on their dashboards

– easily customized to fit the requirements of the user

▪ Scalability

– needs to scale to match the growth of the project

– provide tools that can accommodate the growth

▪ Integration

– Ability to work with other tools and databases used on the project

https://www.metricfire.com/blog/top-8-open-source-dashboards/#Finding-the-perfect-Dashboard
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https://www.metricfire.com/blog/top-8-open-source-dashboards/#Finding-the-perfect-Dashboard


Considerations adapted from “Finding the Perfect Dashboard” 

▪ Extendability

– Able to incorporate new requirements of a project

▪ Modularity

– different parts of the dashboard function independently for efficiency and ease of use

▪ Security Management

– If there is sensitive or private data, tool should make the data secure

▪ Exporting Options

– Ability to take the dashboard data to use it elsewhere

https://www.metricfire.com/blog/top-8-open-source-dashboards/#Finding-the-perfect-Dashboard
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https://www.metricfire.com/blog/top-8-open-source-dashboards/#Finding-the-perfect-Dashboard


Off the shelf solutions
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▪ Pros:

– Professional-level graphics

– Use across projects

– Often require little programming

▪ Cons:

– Can be expensive

– Not necessarily designed for surveys

– May have steep learning curves, setup challenges



Tableau
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Power BI
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SAS BI
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Home-grown solutions
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▪ Pros:

– Extensive open-source libraries available

– High level of control over content and format

– Can be inexpensive (or free)

▪ Cons:

– Requires programming knowledge to set up

– Need to determine how to share / server infrastructure

– May result in more “hands-on” time to maintain



D3
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R Shiny
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Excel
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Design considerations
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Home-grown solutions
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▪ Similarity

– Group similar elements together by color, shape, size or 

orientation

▪ Proximity

– Placing elements closer together shows they are related

▪ Emphasis

– Highlighting features will make them stand out



Gestalt principles of visual perception
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▪ Continuity
The brain perceives objects arranged

along continuous lines as connected

▪ Common region

– Elements in a common regions appear to belong together

▪ Connection

– Connected elements appear to be a single entity



Tufte’s data-ink ratio
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▪ Ink used for data / total ink

▪ Remove “chart junk” and any that doesn’t add information

https://medium.com/@LauraHKahn/data-visualization-design-part-4-removing-chart-junk-28b3bdd0faa1

https://medium.com/@LauraHKahn/data-visualization-design-part-4-removing-chart-junk-28b3bdd0faa1


Adaptive Total Design (ATD) Dashboard Examples
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ATD Dashboard: Line view
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ATD Dashboard: Bar view
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ATD Dashboard: Map and scatterplot views
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ATD Dashboard: Table view
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Assigning roles to variables
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Level

ind (indicator)

cat (categorical)

num (numeric)

cnum (cumulative numeric)

Stage Type

▪ Provides compact attribute vocabulary, easy to input into flat file

▪ Provides mechanism to limit UI selection options to only logical 

combinations

and invoke variable mathematical operations

▪ Mapped to data in csv file

Data taxonomy

pre (preload)

out (outcome)

sub (subset and outcome)

all (all units)

Unconstrained value:
samp (sample)

int (interviewer)

event (event)

samp_out_cat

Type-class system

(Device Type)



User options
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Static mapping

UI drop-down options reactively updated to allow 

logical combinations, conditioned on prior selections

Data taxonomy

Select primary outcome of interest
samp_out_cat

Choose plot type

Filter to subset
(e.g., samp_sub_ind)

Filter to (second) subset

Separate outcome 

into categories
samp_out_cat



Generating and automating
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▪ Set up the folder structure for logs and output

▪ Generate entries for outcomes, titles, categories, etc. and 

store in SQL Server database

▪ Scheduled SAS programs aggregate and generate input 

file for each project daily

▪ Linux server copies input file to setup the visualization

▪ Server runs R Shiny and served using R Shiny Server & 

NGINX

▪ All dashboards run off the same version of codebase

▪ Customization determined through input file content

▪ Only RTI employees can access internal dashboards

▪ Secure client dashboards hosted on externally-facing web 

server



Summary and future directions
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▪ The ATD Dashboard has allowed us to monitor important survey 

trends and make decisions to optimize later data collection periods.

▪ It represents a vast improvement over producing and reviewing pages 

of static tables where important information may go undetected.

▪ We hope to expand the utility of the dashboard by building in 

automatic alerts for the users signifying when actuals may be 

deviating from expectation and intervention is needed.

▪ We are looking to leverage the extensive R libraries available to 

introduce other functionality, such as county level and other maps.

▪ We are also enabling more frequent updates to bring the dashboard 

even closer to a real-time reflection of data collection progress.



Further webinaring…
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▪ Data Visualization for Active Monitoring

– Brad Edwards, Victoria Vignare

▪ I Spot a Cool Plot: A Nearly Syntax-Free Introduction to Advance Data 

Visualization in R for Survey Researchers and Social Scientists 

– Trent Buskirk

▪ Analyzing/Presenting Data/Information

– Edward Tufte

https://si.isr.umich.edu/courses/data-visualization-for-active-monitoring-i/
https://odum.unc.edu/event/sp22-coolplot/
https://www.edwardtufte.com/tufte/courses?gclid=Cj0KCQjw_viWBhD8ARIsAH1mCd5UWdxL2J0naJPFxfQGtu9-FwV8P40UOaPMD7zc1N-yTtPIcZW1sCkaAlEUEALw_wcB


Thank you!

Joe Murphy

jmurphy@rti.org
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Contact

mailto:jmurphy@rti.org

